
You be the judge...
Compared to All About Law, Fourth Edition, the new All About

Law, Fifth Edition incorporates the latest changes to Canadian

legislation, and a new design to enhance student accessibility.

• New content ensures full coverage of all curriculum
expectations

• Includes the Youth Criminal Justice Act – passed
February 2002

• Includes the Anti-Terrorism Act – passed
December 2001

• 50% new cases and updates to previous cases

• Up-to-date photos, charts, graphs, and diagrams

• Methods of Legal Inquiry incorporated throughout

• Content broken into manageable chunks featuring
simpler text, three times as many photos, and twice
as many charts, graphs, and diagrams

• Colourful and contemporary treatment of key
program features

• Student-relevant content (e.g., hockey violence)

• Difficult legal terms and concepts boldfaced and
defined in the Glossary

• Other challenging terms followed by definitions in
parentheses
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Key Program Features
• Chapter Opener with Focus Questions and Chapter at a

Glance

• Cases – extensive collection of relevant cases from across
Canada, including case citation, and summary and discussion
questions

• Review Your Understanding questions guide students in
remembering important subject matter 

• Issues – explores “hot topics” or challenging issues

• The Law – excerpts from a legal statute along with discussion
questions

• You Be the Judge – prompts students’ opinions on a legal
scenario or notable quotation

• Did You Know? – interesting facts relating to chapter content

• Agents of Change profiles a person or event that helped to
bring about change in Canadian law

• E-activity – directs students to the Nelson Law Web site for
appropriate Web links and related Web activities

• Looking Back provides historical perspective on Canadian law

• Careers – legal careers are explored once per unit

• Chapter Review includes:

– Chapter Highlights, summarizing the main points of the
chapter

– Review Key Terms, tests students’ comprehension of key
legal terms

– End-of chapter questions and activities organized under the
following headings: Check Your Knowledge; Apply Your
Learning; Communicate Your Understanding; and
Develop Your Thinking

• Appendix A – Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
included for quick reference

• Appendix B – Citation References explains the abbreviations
used in the case citations

• Appendix C – Table of Cases lists all cases included in the
textbook, along with page references


